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Abstract 
 

 With the approaching of the digital age, digital education resources bring convenience 
to folks as a result of they're liable to duplicate and spread, however there are some 
disadvantages in on-line education service transactions. The safety problems with digital 
education resources and also the development of smuggled distribution seriously harm the 
rights and interests of the house owners of digital education resources. supported this, during 
this paper, we have a tendency to planned a blockchain-based digital education resources 
authentication system that uses the decentralized, tamper-resistant options of blockchain 
technology to store the digital education resources info within the style of a secret text. Within 
the system, there is no have to be compelled to need the participation of any third-party 
institution. The system planned during this study can greatly defend the rights and interests of 
the owner of digital education resources. 
   
Keywords: Educational Resources, Authentication System, Digital Education. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

In 2015, the State Council issued a series of “Internet +” connected policies to 
encourage academic enterprises and IT firms to supply on-line education services, develop 
digital educational resources and explore new models of online education services [1]. However, 
digital education resources face new issues that the utilization of it's seemingly to trigger 
disputations attributable to the convenience of digital education resource dissemination [2]. At 
an equivalent time, because of the infringements are exhausting to track, in addition to the wide 
selection of communication channels, leading to the digital education resources infringing 
problems are getting additional and more serious. Within the method of education service 
transaction, digital education resources were abused by amerciable merchants, that seriously 
affected the rights and interests of its owners. Therefore, it's imperative to relinquish a reliable 
and operational authentication methodology for digital education resources from a technical 
purpose of reading to appreciate the authentication of the possession of digital education 
resources [3]. At present, the authentication method supported by a centralized authority 
establishment is straightforward to be tampered with and defrauded, and it is troublesome to 
ensure the safety of the tutorial resources information of the education service transaction. The 
blockchain technology is a distributed ledger technology or ledger system and it uses a 
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suburbanised infrastructure and distributed storage accord technology to firmly store dealings 
data. The pool blockchai is semi-public and multi-centralized, that may be a blockchain 
employed by many institutions [4]. Its block node is chosen at intervals the organization, and 
therefore the addition and deletion of nodes on the blockchain are determined by the consortium 
blockchain consensus mechanism. victimization consortium blockchain simplifies the 
authentication method and permits for quicker transaction speed, which reduces transaction 
prices to an explicit extent [5]. Within the consortium blockchain, solely the consortium members 
will scan and write the data, which might be wont to defend the non-public data and make sure 
that the information doesn't tamper [6]. 

In this paper, we tend to style and implement a blockchain-based digital education 
resources authentication system for the matter of the authentication of educational resources. 
In our system, resource authentication means that to determine the owner of the resource and 
resource access. Initial of all, we designed the good contract, then we designed the functions of 
every module in step with the system requirement [7]. Finally, the particular check proves that 
the system will effectively understand the method of uploading and authenticating digital 
resources. supported the blockchain technology, it's attainable to effectively guarantee the 
academic resources info from being tampered and realize the authentication of digital education 
resources, and shield the legitimate rights and interests of its owners [8]. 

 
2. Research Method 
 The blockchain construct has attracted widespread attention since it had been 
introduced in Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer electronic money system. The blockchain technology relies 
on distributed infrastructure, which may notice the distributed knowledge storage. The 
blockchain technology uses some distributed nodes to come up with and update data, uses 
cryptography to secure data transmission and access, and uses smart contracts to constrain 
and manipulate data [9]. A sensible contract is an agreement which will be dead automatically. 
Automatable by computer, though some components may need human input and control. 
enforceable either by legal social control of rights and obligations or via tamper-proof execution 
of coding system. If we have a tendency to use blockchain and style sensible contracts to 
resolve the authentication drawback of digital education resources, the system doesn't need the 
superintendence of authority establishments or sure third parties, and digital education 
resources possession data is held on a distributed network of multiple nodes [10]. The 
blockchain technology will effectively cut back fraud by guaranteeing that knowledge within the 
system is clear and managed in a very suburbanized manner [11]. The blockchain technology 
conjointly incorporates a comparatively high fault tolerance that is supported by several 
distributed nodes, and every of the taking part nodes in the system has a copy of the total ledger. 
Although there are some service anomalies in many nodes, the entire system will still guarantee 
traditional operation, allowing the system to supply reliable technical support furthermore 
because of the info redundancy center [12].  

Currently, the blockchain are often divided into 3 forms betting on the applicable 
scenario: personal blockchain, association blockchain, and public blockchain. Among them, the 
members within the consortium blockchain will be a part of and exit the blockchain network 
through authorization, that has higher quality than the general public chain, whereas creating 
up for the deficiency that the private blockchain is just receptive people [13]. so as to push cross-
industry blockchain technology, the Hyperledger project was established by the UNIX operating 
system Foundation and also the Hyperledger cloth is one in every of the blockchain comes in 
Hyperledger, which may be a platform for distributed ledger solutions with a standard design 
that gives high confidentiality, flexibility, and measurability. cloth provides the grpc API and also 
the SDK for the higher application[14]. Applications will access the general public ledger in 
association blockchain by interacting with genus Apis and SDKs. Events within the system are 
often accessed by the applications, and trigger alternative external systems. The process logic 
of dealings is dead by the good contract. This text programs the smart contract and packages 
the business logic and releases it to the nodes of the material network. The material has the 
characteristics of quick transaction rate and scalability that fully meets the business needs. So, 
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this paper chooses to use cloth as a technical resolution to comprehend the corresponding 
business model [15]. 
 
3. The Design Of Digital Education Resources Authentication System Based On 
Blockchain 
3.1 The Design of System Architecture 

The traditional authentication system usually uses a shopper/server design. completely 

different from the standard application, the blockchain-based digital education resources 

authentication system could be a system that established on the blockchain network, which has 

the benefits of decentralization, secure storage, dealing traceability, anti-tampering and then on. 

supported the blockchain technology, this paper styles a digital education resources 

authentication system [16]. In our system, the client solely has to calls API to move with the net 

browser while not requesting access to the centralized server. The system architecture of the 

paper is planned consistent with the Hyperledger material framework of pool blockchain IBM 

[17]. The overall design is shown in Figure 1.The system is split into 3 parts, the highest layer 

is that the application layer, that in the main achieves the functions of registration, login, 

academic resource uploading, educational resource possession info authentication, and 

administrator management [18].  

The middle layer is that the good contract layer, that primarily realizes the corresponding 

business process logic of the system [19]. The bottom layer is that the fabric network layer, 

wherever every node forms a node network with equal rights and obligations through the P2P 

protocol, that uses the agreement mechanism to attain consistency [20]. P2P, a replacement 

network technology that depends on the computing power and information measure of the 

participants within the network, instead of reckoning on some servers, can do decentralization. 

The material network layer is employed to simply accept dealings verification, generate a 

knowledge block, give question the possession of digital education resources, and store all 

academic resource data in the blockchain [21]. 
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Figure 1. Digital Education Resources Authentication System Architecture 

 

3.2 The Design of Smart Contract 

This paper chiefly introduces the sensible contract of the digital education resources 

authentication system from 3 aspects : participants, assets, and transactions. The participants 

are divided into directors and users, who will own assets or initiate transactions. every participant 

should have a novel symbol and alternative attributes will be included [22]. The user mainly 

uploads resources, further as downloads and uses it. the info structure of the user is intended 

as User=watchword, Name, Email, ResourceList}, wherever the ID is that the users unique 

identifier, the Password is the user’s login password, the Name is the users name, the e-mail is 

the users email address, and therefore the ResourceList is that the user-owned resource’s ID. 

The assets that should have a novel symbol and add relevant data to associate participants 

consult with any tangible and assets and every one tradable commodities that may be hold on 

within the blockchain. The assets during this article refer to the digital education resources, 

whose arrangement is intended as Resource = produce time, type, ownerId}, wherever the free 

is the resource’s ID, name is the resource’s name, the create time is the creation time of the 

resource, the sort is the resource’s format type, the ownerId is that the owner’s ID of the 

resource. within the blockchain network, transactions consult with the method by that the rest-

server interface invokes a wise contract [23]. 

The definition of the contract perform is shown in Figure 2. The function of the contract 

is as follows: registerAdmin() suggests that to register administrator account, registerUser() 

means to register user account, registerResource() means to transfer the academic resource, 

check() means to envision the user information, and query() means to question  educational 

resource information, checkRight() means to look at the owner of educational resource [24]. 
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Figure 2. Smart Contract Function 

 

3.3 The design of Function Modules 

Digital education resources authentication system consists of multiple modules as well 

as user registration and login, digital education resources uploading, digital education resources 

possession info authentication, and administrator management. we tend to style the blockchain-

based digital education resources authentication system, and therefore the specific 

authentication ways include: (1) exploitation the sensible contract to submit users’ identity 

information to the blockchain, (2) using the smart contract to envision submission information, 

(3) using the smart contract to submit digital education resources information to the blockchain, 

and (4) using the smart contract to attain ownership authentication of digital education 

resources. Among them, we designed a info to ensure the timeliness {of data|of knowledge|of 

info} reading [25]. Once the resource information is submitted to the blockchain system, the 

resource is additionally recorded within the native database. The resource information storage 

methodology as shown in Figure 3. reckoning on the business needs, the blockchain-based 

digital education resources authentication system consists of the subsequent four modules [26]. 
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Figure 3. The Method of digital education resource information storage 

 

3.3.1 User registration and login module 

By job the good contract to register a private account, the administrator reviews the 

registration data. If the administrator accepts the request, the user can complete registration. 

Otherwise, user registration fails, and therefore the registration information must be resubmitted. 

The users identity information is recorded on the blockchain through smart contracts to make 

sure the legitimacy of the information. job the smart contract, the user inputs the account and 

password, and if the identity comparison is successful, the login operate is completed [27]. 

 

 
Figure 4. User Registration and Login Process 

 

3.3.2 Digital education resources uploading module 

By line the sensible contract to register a private account, the administrator reviews the 

registration data. If the administrator accepts the request, the user can complete registration. 

Otherwise, user registration fails, and also the registration information must be resubmitted. The 

users identity information is recorded on the blockchain through smart contracts to make sure 

the believability of the information. line the smart contract, the user inputs the account and 

password, and if the identity comparison is successful, the login perform is completed [28]. 
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Figure 5. Digital Education Resources Upload Process 

 

 

3.3.3 Digital education resources ownership information authentication module 

When the user transfers or uses the academic resource, it's necessary to verify whether 

or not the user has the permission to download or use the resource. The system can question 

the relevant information keep within the blockchain network and database. The system calls a 

wise contract to execute information matching automatically. If the data matching is successful, 

the user will be allowed to download or use the resource, otherwise, the user can’t download or 

use the resource. During this way, digital education resources authentication is completed [29]. 

 
Figure 6. Digital Education Resources Ownership Information Authentication Process 

 

3.3.4 Administrator management module 

The relevant directors will read all users’ personal information, the operation of the user, 

and review the running standing of the blockchain, and therefore the the} contents of the digital 

education resources submitted by the user. At a similar time, the administrator also undertakes 

to supervise and ensure the implementation method of vital certifications cherish possession 

certification [30]. Once the user uploads an academic resource, the resource are going to be 

listed within the unaudited resources list; the administrator must verify the lawfulness of the 

resource before it's keep in the information and blockchain. If the resource is illegal, it'll be 

backed up within the file library that fails to pass the audit; otherwise, it's allowed to be stored, 

and also the user will acquire the resource data in our system. 

  
 4. The Implementation Of Digital Education Resources Authentication System Based On 
Blockchain 
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In this system, the material network is deployed on the Ubuntu system, victimisation 

hyperledger musician to develop and build the business model and utilizing composer-rest-

server to come up with the API of the business model. The purchasers implement specific 

perform modules through cross-process communication access to the interface. anytime the 

user submits the information, the dealing record is after prepacked into blocks by alternative 

nodes and recorded on the blockchain. Once the transaction record is keep within the 

blockchain, it cannot tamper [31]. 

 

4.1 The Development Platform 

The system uses hyperledger musician to develop a business program supported cloth 

networks and completes the interaction between websites and blockchains. The blockchain 

network is supported by the fabric. First of all the system builds a business network on the 

Ubuntu 16.04 system. and so the composer interacts with the deployed business network to 

quickly develop good contracts through the composers modeling language and API. Finally, the 

system interacts with the blockchain network through composer-rest-server [32]. 

 

4.2 The Implementation of Smart Contract 

The system in the main implements the relevant business logic by sensible contracts 

and uses musician to make a cooperative tool of the blockchain industrial network which might 

be quickly build. We have a tendency toan internetan online} interaction interface. Within the 

composer, we implement smart contracts by writing relevant files that are cto file, js file, qry file, 

and acl file [33]. The cto file is employed to outline a business network model for assets, 

participants, and transactions; the js file is used to explain business logic; the qry file is used to 

supply question interfaces; the acl files define the permission rules. In step with the system 

requirements, the model file defines User ANd Admin as participants, Resource as an asset, 

and registerAdmin, registerUser, registerResource, CheckRight, query, and check, etc as 

dealings, and implements the outlined transaction business model by writing business logic. 

Finally, the composer-rest-server is wont to generate the remote interface of the business model 

to realize the sensible contract [34]. 

 

 
Figure 7 Composer-Rest-Server Interfacace 

4.3 The Implementation of Function Module 

4.3.1 User Registration Login Module 

According to the system prompt, the user inputs the relevant info, so repeatedly inputs 

the countersign doubly to enhance the safety of your account. Once the system properly verifies 

the information, the RegisterUser API interface are known as to form the users information (id, 

password, name, mailbox, etc.) as a group action and mark the id because the standing to be 
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confirmed. Once the administrator reviews the information, the transaction is broadcast to the 

blockchain network for verification to complete the user registration [35]. The registered user 

inputs the registration id and password information, and also the system calls the User API to 

match whether or not the knowledge you entered and also the account information hold on within 

the blockchain are consistent to complete the user login. The concrete realization impact is 

shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. User Registration Login Effect 

 

4.3.2 Digital Education Resources Upload Module 

The user fills within the basic information of the resource and uploads the resource 

supply file. The system can decision the Resource API to make the outline information of the 

resource (id, name, creation time, resource owner id, etc.) into a transaction, watching for the 

administrator to verify [42]. Once the administrator completes the verification, the data of the 

resource is hold on into the blockchain. The resource source files and resource information are 

stored in the database. The resource uploading result is shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. Resource Uploading Effect 

 

4.3.3 Education Services Transaction Subject Ownership Information Authentication 

Module 

When the user consults or transfers a resource, the system can question the relevant 

info that stores within the information and also the blockchain. If the resource is queried in the 

database, the system will query the resource owner id information in the blockchain. By line the 

CheckRight API, the system will check whether or not the user owns the resource, and if the 
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verification is unsuccessful, the user cannot consult or download the resource [36]. The 

possession info authentication result is shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10. Resource Ownership Information Authentication Effect 

 

4.3.4 Administrator management module 

After the user uploads the resource supply file, the administrator queries the list of 

unaudited resources by career the question API, and also the system verifies the validity of the 

resource by calling the check API. If the resource is verified successfully, it'll be keep within the 

blockchain and database, otherwise, the audit will refuse the request [37]. The audit info result 

is shown the Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Administrator Audit Information Effect 

 
5. Conclusion 
  At present, within the method of education service transaction, the resource possession 
data adopts the centralized management methodology that refers to the management 
mechanism verified by the centralized authority. The blockchain technology will give a localized 
ownership authentication method for digital education resources and guarantee the protection 
of the ownership information. supported this, this paper analyzes the present issues in the digital 
education resources ownership authentication, combined with the syndicate blockchain 
technology, styles a blockchain-based digital education resources authentication system which 
realizes the essential functions that contain resource information uploading, resource ownership 
information authentication and protects the owners’ rights and interests of the resources. 
Compared with the normal authentication methodology, the blockchain-based authentication 
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method ensures the non-tamperability of the resource possession data. The system mode we 
tend to planned may be applied to the educational Management System, academics transfer 
digital education resources, and students of the course will transfer the resource when the 
authentication, that defend the ownership information from tamper. 
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